Results

Match No: 17

ROU 27 - 30 HUN
(16 - 13) (11 - 17)

Referees: OLESEN P / PEDERSEN L (DEN)

XXI Men's World Championship 2009
Croatia
Preliminary Round Group A

Spectators: 3.000

Running Score

Rou - HUN

1st Half

RC YC 2Min EX

1 0 0

2nd Half

RC YC 2Min EX

0 0 0

Goalkeepers

Players

Shots

Penalties

No. Name

G/S % 6m Wing 9m 7m FB BT YC 2Min RC EX

Goalkeepers

Saves

Players

Shots

Penalties

No. Name

G/S % 6m Wing 9m 7m FB BT YC 2Min RC EX

Goalkeepers

Saves

Legend:

G/S Saves/Attempts

S/S Saves/Attempts

% Efficiency

6m 6-Meter Shots

10 metre Shots

3m Efficiency

3m 3-Meter Shots

3m Permanent

3m Exclusions

BT Breakthroughs

2Min2 Minute Suspensions

FC Fast Breaks

+ 2 Minute + 2 Minute Suspensions
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